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This book offers strategies for school administrators that include managing excessive tardiness, insubordination,
misconduct requiring suspension, and even criminal behaviours. Each section includes an outline of principal
responsibilities and common errors that can interfere with successful intervention. Also included : - How to use
progressive discipline to fairly correct unwanted behaviours - How to set up a school-level misconduct meeting - Why just
cause is a key defence against legal backlash - How due process can avoid technical errors during a disciplinary action Why privacy is paramount.
Media expansion into the digital realm and the continuing segregation of users into niches has led to a proliferation of
cultural products targeted to and consumed by women. Though often dismissed as frivolous or excessively emotional,
feminized culture in reality offers compelling insights into the American experience of the early twenty-first century. Elana
Levine brings together writings from feminist critics that chart the current terrain of feminized pop cultural production.
Analyzing everything from Fifty Shades of Grey to Pinterest to pregnancy apps, contributors examine the economic,
technological, representational, and experiential dimensions of products and phenomena that speak to, and about, the
feminine. As these essays show, the imperative of productivity currently permeating feminized pop culture has created a
generation of texts that speak as much to women's roles as public and private workers as to an impulse for fantasy or
escape. Incisive and compelling, Cupcakes, Pinterest, and Ladyporn sheds new light on contemporary women's
engagement with an array of media forms in the context of postfeminist culture and neoliberalism.
Mira Menzfeld explores dying persons’ experiences of their own dying processes. She reveals cultural specificities of preexital dying in contemporary Germany, paying special attention to how concepts of dying ‘(un)well’ are perceived and
realized by dying persons. Her methodological focus centers on classical ethnographic approaches: Close participant
observation as well as informal and semi-structured conversations. For a better understanding of the specificities of dying
in contemporary Germany, the author provides a refined definition catalogue of adequate terms to describe dying from an
anthropological perspective.
The book is designed to achieve two major purposes. The first is to describe the developments in water management
policy in the Canterbury Region of New Zealand. The strategic approach, the collaborative engagement, and, the nested
adaptive systems approach represent a paradigm shift in water management in New Zealand. The second is to delineate
the sustainability framework that underpins the Canterbury approach. The framework is based on the concept of
developing sustainability strategies to address critical failure pathways. While the focus of the book is on Canterbury,
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comparative applications of the framework to issues in other parts of New Zealand and international issues are proposed.
The book can be used in at least two ways. The first is the application of a sustainability framework to the management of
water in Canterbury region. The second is the exposition of a sustainability framework that can be applied to the
management of water in a region with the application to Canterbury as an illustrative case study.
An analogy is a comparison between two things. It points out the similarities between two things that might be different in
all other respects. Analogies cause us to think analytically about forms, uses, structures, and relationships. First Time
Analogies is the ideal launching pad to start nonreaders on the road to real thinking experiences with these pictorial and
symbolic analogies that are both challenging and motivating. The book is divided into four sections that let you introduce
analogies in a developmental way. The levels are: recognizing relationships; choosing one item to complete the analogy;
given two items, choosing two other items that have the same relationships; and pairing up four items to complete two
related pairs. Exercises are presented on worksheets that require circling the correct answer, as well as cutting out
pictures and pasting them in the correct spaces. Attractive illustrations will draw students into the engaging exercises.
Although they think they are just solving fun puzzles, they will be doing serious thinking and building a basis for future
experiences in critical thinking. This is the first in a series of books that introduce analogies at varying difficulties and
formats. The other books are Analogies for Beginners, Analogies for the 21st Century, Thinking Through Analogies, and
Advancing Though Analogies. Grades K-2
The third novel in the Sianim series from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Mercy Thompson series and
the Alpha and Omega novels... When Rialla was young, slave traders from Darran ambushed her clan, killing all the men
and enslaving the women and children. For years, Rialla lived in bondage, serving her master while waiting for a chance
to escape. When that chance came, she made the best of it—and fled to the mercenary nation of Sianim… Now she can
strike back at her former masters. A lord in Darran seeks to outlaw slavery—but there are plots to kill him before he can.
Rialla is chosen by the spymaster of Sianim to prevent the murder—and is plunged into a world of deadly magic, where
gods walk in human form. Where her most trusted companions are not what they claim. And where Rialla could be
enslaved again…
A unique approach to sensorless control and regulator design of electric drives Based on the author's vast industry experience and
collaborative works with other industries, Control of Electric Machine Drive Systems is packed with tested, implemented, and
verified ideas that engineers can apply to everyday problems in the field. Originally published in Korean as a textbook, this highly
practical updated version features the latest information on the control of electric machines and apparatus, as well as a new
chapter on sensorless control of AC machines, a topic not covered in any other publication. The book begins by explaining the
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features of the electric drive system and trends of development in related technologies, as well as the basic structure and
operation principles of the electric machine. It also addresses steady state characteristics and control of the machines and the
transformation of physical variables of AC machines using reference frame theory in order to provide a proper foundation for the
material. The heart of the book reviews several control algorithms of electric machines and power converters, explaining active
damping and how to regulate current, speed, and position in a feedback manner. Seung-Ki Sul introduces tricks to enhance the
control performance of the electric machines, and the algorithm to detect the phase angle of an AC source and to control DC link
voltages of power converters. Topics also covered are: Vector control Control algorithms for position/speed sensorless drive of AC
machines Methods for identifying the parameters of electric machines and power converters The matrix algebra to model a threephase AC machine in d-q-n axes Every chapter features exercise problems drawn from actual industry experience. The book also
includes more than 300 figures and offers access to an FTP site, which provides MATLAB programs for selected problems. The
book's practicality and realworld relatability make it an invaluable resource for professionals and engineers involved in the
research and development of electric machine drive business, industrial drive designers, and senior undergraduate and graduate
students. To obtain instructor materials please send an email to pressbooks@ieee.org To visit this book's FTP site to download
MATLAB codes, please click on this link: ftp://ftp.wiley.com/public/sci_tech_med/electric_machine/ MATLAB codes are also
downloadable from Wiley Booksupport Site at http://booksupport.wiley.com
The wildly inventive debut collection of stories by the Oscar-nominated star of The Social Network. “Hilarious . . . It’s a hoot”
(People, The Best New Books). Jesse Eisenberg, known for his iconic film roles, his regular pieces in the New Yorker and two
critically acclaimed plays, proves himself “a deeply original comic voice” in these 28 stories” about the funniness, sadness, and
strangeness of everyday life and they really made me laugh” (Roz Chast). Moving from contemporary LA to the dorm rooms of an
American college to ancient Pompeii, Eisenberg throws the reader into a universe of social misfits, reimagined scenes from
history, and ridiculous overreactions; a college freshman forced to live with a roommate is stunned when one of her ramen packets
goes missing (“She didn’t have ‘one’ of my ramens. She had a chicken ramen.”); Alexander Graham Bell has teething problems
with his invention (“I’ve been calling Mabel all day, she doesn’t pick up! Yes, of course I dialed the right number—2!”); and in the
title story, a precocious and privileged nine-year-old boy finds himself in the uncomfortable position as an amateur restaurant critic.
Featuring illustrations by award-winning cartoonist Jean Jillian, this “alphabet soup of sketches, riffs, and innovations” (Seattle
Times) explores the various insanities of the modern world, “playfully bringing both familiar and wholly original scenarios to life”
(Marie Claire). A Fall Books Preview Selection by Audible One of the Wall Street Journal’s 15 Books to Read This Fall One of
USA Today’s Weekend Picks for Book Lovers One of People Magazine’s Best New Books
Jade returns home to Chapel Springs after years of protecting her fragile heart. Then along comes Daniel, making her long to
dance again. Growing up in the Midwestern river town of Chapel Springs, Indiana, Jade McKinley felt like a weed in a rose garden.
When she left, she thought she’d never look back. Now, pregnant, alone, and broke, she has no other choice but to return. The
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mayor of Chapel Springs, Daniel Dawson, has been an honorary member of the McKinley family for years. While his own home life
was almost nonexistent, Daniel fit right in with the boisterous McKinley family. He’s loved Jade for years, but she always thought
of him as a big brother. Now that she’s back, his feelings are stronger than ever. As Jade attempts to settle in, nothing feels right.
God seems far away, she’s hiding secrets from her family, and she’s strangely attracted to the man who’s always called her
“squirt.” Returning home may prove more difficult—and more wonderful—than she ever imagined.
Detective Brian Boise finds himself on the trail of a murder suspect he could never have imaginedNthe mysterious businessman
Trevor Malloy. Malloy is an irresistible hit man with everything going for him, while Detective Boise is a cutthroat detective going
against the grain. These two men, both breadwinners and keystones of their families, play a deadly game of cat-and-mouse.
This Adobe-approved, project-based guide from one of the world's most popular web design authors, David Powers, will teach
readers how to progress from designing static websites to building dynamic websites in Adobe Dreamweaver CS5. Using step-bystep instructions with projects that build on the knowledge acquired in each lesson, readers will learn about the new PHP features
in Dreamweaver CS5, including the ability to work in Live View with WordPress, as well as extended support for PHP code hints,
syntax checking, and dynamically related files. Readers will learn how to upload images and send email with attachments using
the Zend Framework. In contrast to existing books on the Zend Framework, this book will show web designers and developers
with little or no programming experience how to use selected modules to integrate dynamic features into existing sites. There is a
strong emphasis on following security best practices. Readers will also learn progressive enhancement techniques for updating
pages seamlessly with PHP and Ajax. All of Peachpit's eBooks contain the same content as the print edition. You will find a link in
the last few pages of your eBook that directs you to the media files. Helpful tips: If you are able to search the book, search for
"Where are the lesson files?" Go to the very last page of the book and scroll backwards. You will need a web-enabled device or
computer in order to access the media files that accompany this ebook. Entering the URL supplied into a computer with web
access will allow you to get to the files. Depending on your device, it is possible that your display settings will cut off part of the
URL. To make sure this is not the case, try reducing your font size and turning your device to a landscape view. This should cause
the full URL to appear.
This book teaches anyone with a basic understanding of Java how to develop Android apps at a professional level, using Android
Studio. To start, it shows how to use Android Studio to code, test, and debug a Tip Calculator app for a smartphone or tablet.
Then, it expands upon this app to show must-have Android skills such as working with layouts, widgets, events, themes, styles,
menus, preferences, and fragments. Next, this book presents two more apps that illustrate Android skills you'll use every day, such
as working with threads, files, adapters, intents, services, notifications, broadcast receivers, SQLite databases, content providers,
and app widgets. Finally, this book presents an app that uses the Google Maps API and shows you how to submit your finished
apps to the Google Play store. The real-world apps let you see how the skills you're learning work together, and they illustrate how
and when you'd use each skill.
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When divorced, down-on-his-luck journalist Dimitri Boizot leaves Paris for a vacation in Brittany, he expects little more than some time to
relax. But when the suave politician vacationing next door becomes the victim of a robbery—and kills the intruder in self-defense—Boizot gets
an unexpected scoop. As Boizot dives into the investigation, however, it's clear the politician isn't telling the whole truth. Worse, the police
can't identify the thief's dead body but seem willing to close the case anyway. As Boizot scrambles to uncover the true motives behind the
crime, he reveals hints of a monstrous cover-up involving a French mining company with shadowy dealings in Africa. Soon, the journalist is
scoring his biggest headlines ever and getting cozy with a mysterious blonde who could be part of the conspiracy. As his editor begs for more
revelations, and as the dead bodies continue to pile up, Boizot must decide whom he can trust—and how much he's willing to risk to get the
real story.
Akkorder vist som noder og tabs.
This book offers a comprehensive introduction to the subject of control engineering. Both continuous- and discrete-time control systems are
treated, although the emphasis is on continuous-time systems. A chapter each is devoted to in-depth analysis of non-linear control systems,
control system components, and optimal control theory. The book also introduces students to the modern concepts of neural fuzzy and
adaptive learning systems.
Most conventional cryogenic refrigerators and liquefiers operate with pure fluids, the major exception being natural gas liquefiers that use
mixed refrigerant processes. The fundamental aspects of mixed refrigerant processes, though very innovative, have not received the due
attention in open literature in view of commercial interests. Hundreds of patents exist on different aspects of mixed refrigerant processes.
However, it is difficult to piece together the existing information to choose an appropriate process and an optimum composition or a given
application. The aim of the book is to teach (a.) the need for refrigerant mixtures, (b.) the type of mixtures that can be used for different
refrigeration and liquefaction applications, (c.) the different processes that can be used and (d.) the methods to be adopted for choosing the
components of a mixture and their concentration for different applications.
Men's weekly magazines are the biggest publishing phenomenon of the twenty-first century. Coming from nowhere, two magazines now
regularly sell more than half a million copies between them each and every week. Upon first release, everyone said it couldn't be done, that
the UK male would never buy into a weekly about girls, football, gruesome images and humour but the sales figures speak for themselves.
Now the success of the magazines is coming to a bookseller near you! The Nuts Joke Book contains more than 300 great jokes of all shapes
and sizes. There are long, short, clean, dirty and downright weird. All of them are supplied by the readership of the most popular men's
magazine in the UK.
A creative journal designed by psychotherapist, Sue Patton Thoele, this book combines inspiration, courage and constancy with an
interactive growth experience. The author mixes quotes from her books with lessons and exercises to guide the private words and thoughts of
readers.

Master's Thesis from the year 2018 in the subject Business economics - Business Ethics, Corporate Ethics, grade: 1,3, University
of applied sciences Dortmund, language: English, abstract: Human capital becomes more and more important for enterprises and
actions have to be taken to become employer of choice for potential candidates. This can happen as a result of an employer brand
transmitting a positive image of a themselves to potential candidates. At the same time, Corporate Social Responsibility can have
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on impact on motivating, retaining and finding employees. The present master the-sis combines these two aspects with the
intention to find establish which role CSR plays in employer branding. Based on a literature review and current research, a survey
was developed. Criteria defining CSR was determined before an online survey including these aspects was published.
Two full-length novels featuring the Granite Lake Wolves are collected in this volume. Includes "Wolf Signs" and "Wolf Flight."
Pencil SketchingJohn Wiley & SonsMicrostyle: The Art of Writing LittleW. W. Norton & Company
Urbino, Rome, Florence, Milan, Ferrara... but also Mantua and Imola, Carpi and Saluzzo, Naples and Sicily: a collection of case
studies on the Renaissance renewal of Italian court palaces from a comparative perspective.
“A work of pop linguistics . . . [that] synthesizes . . . grammar, branding, cognitive science and Web theory . . . with intelligence and
friendly wit.”—New York Times Welcome to the age of the incredible shrinking message. Your guide to this new landscape,
Christopher Johnson reveals the once-secret knowledge of poets, copywriters, brand namers, political speechwriters, and other
professional verbal miniaturists. Each chapter discusses one tool that helps short messages grab attention, communicate instantly,
stick in the mind, and roll off the tongue. Piled high with examples from corporate slogans to movie titles to product names,
Microstyle shows readers how to say the most with the least, while offering a lively romp through the historic transformation of
mass media into the media of the personal.
Channel Revolution is a pragmatic guide to successfully building an indirect IT sales channel. Stefan Utzinger explains why in
times of the cloud, SaaS and increasing globalization, taking a revolutionary approach is the way to go. The book gives detailed
advice on the following topics: - Selecting and attracting the right channel partners - When to use project versus product oriented
resellers - Managing the pipeline - Delivering larger projects with your partners - Effectively generating and managing leads - The
right discount strategy - And much more ...
Wicked Words - a collection of saucy and compelling short stories Outrageous sex and lust-filled liasons are plentiful yet again in
the third volume of Wicked Words short stories. Written by women at the cutting edge of erotic literature, the series is the best in
contemporary fiction aimed at women who desire unashamed, indulgent fantasies. Fun, delicious, daring and seductive, the
anthology combines imaginative writing and wild hilarity, making Wicked Words collections the juiciest erotic stories to be found
anywhere in the world.
The concept of democratic freedom refers to more than the kind of freedom embodied by political institutions and procedures.
Democratic freedom can only be properly understood if it is grasped as the expression of a culture of freedom that encompasses
an entire form of life. Juliane Rebentisch’s systematic and historical approach demonstrates that we can learn a great deal about
the democratic culture of freedom from its philosophical critics. From Plato to Carl Schmitt, the critique of democratic culture has
always been articulated as a critique of its ãaestheticization“. Rebentisch defends various phenomena of aestheticization Ð from
the irony typical of democratic citizens to the theatricality of the political Ð as constitutive elements of democratic culture and the
notion of freedom at the heart of its ethical and political self-conception. This work will be of particular interest to students of
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Political Theory, Philosophy and Aesthetics.
The Books of the Bible New Testament is a revolutionary new presentation of Scripture that strips away centuries of artificial
formatting, leaving behind nothing but pure Bible text. The result is a Bible unlike any other available today, but more like the
original Scriptures. The Books of the Bible is specially designed to be read from start to finish, as if you were reading a novel.
Natural literary breaks have been restored and the books have been rearranged chronologically, rather than by length, leading to a
more authentic presentation of the Bible. There is also a helpful introduction to each book that sets the text in context, rather than
adding explanation or application. The NIV text is also set in single-column format, rather than in two columns as you usually find
in the Bible. This aids reading longer chunks at a time, as you would if you were reading a novel for pleasure. Community Bible
Experience is about changing the way we read God's Word. By following the reading plan found online at biblica.com/cbent, you'll
experience the whole New Testament in just eight weeks. Why not gather together as a book club to share the journey rather than
reading in isolation. You'll glimpse more of the Bible's context than ever before. And your entire church community will rally around
the one thing that matters most: God's Word. For more information, and for free accompanying resources, visit
www.biblicaeurope.com/cbent
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